Spinal interneurons infected by renal injection of pseudorabies virus in the rat.
The potency of spinal sympathetic reflexes is increased after spinal injury, and these reflexes may result in life-threatening hypertensive crises in humans. Few, if any, primary afferents project directly to sympathetic preganglionic neurons (SPN). Therefore, spinal sympathetic interneurons (IN) must play a major role in generating dysfunctional sympathetic activity after spinal cord injury. Furthermore, these IN are potentially aberrant targets, either for ascending and descending axons that may sprout after spinal cord injury or for axons that regenerate after spinal cord injury. We identified IN via the transsynaptic retrograde transport of pseudorabies virus (PRV) injected into the kidneys of rats. The proportion of infected IN ranged from approximately 1/3 to approximately 2/3 of the number of infected SPN. IN were heavily concentrated among the SPN in spinal lamina VII. However, IN were located in all lamina of the dorsal horn. The longitudinal distribution of infected IN was closely correlated with the longitudinal distribution of infected SPN. Few infected IN were found rostral or caudal to the longitudinal range of infected SPN. Infected IN were heterogeneous in both their sizes and the extent of their dendritic trees. The strong correlation between longitudinal distributions of infected IN and SPN supports physiological data demonstrating a segmental organization of spinal sympathetic reflexes. The paucity of infected IN in segments distant from SPN suggests that multisegmental sympathetic reflexes are mediated by projections onto IN rather than onto SPN themselves. The morphological heterogeneity of IN probably manifests the variety of systems that affect spinal sympathetic regulation.